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ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW

JOURNEY
TO THE STARS

PE
Tiangong I
Launched on Sept. 29, 2011. China’s first
space laboratory received two teams of
astronauts from the Shenzhou IX and
Shenzhou X missions.

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR THE FIRST TWO
GENERATIONS OF SPACE TRAVELERS
All pilots in the People’s Liberation
Army Air Force. Age: 25 to 35

Shenzhou VII
Launched on Sept. 25,
2008. First extravehicular
activity by a Chinese
astronaut. Three
crew members.

Shenzhou IX
Launched on June 16,
2012. China’s first space
docking procedure (with
Tiangong I) and the first
time Chinese astronauts
worked in a space laboratory.
Three crew members.

Height: 5ft 3in to 5ft 8in
Weight: 121lb to 154lb
At least 600 flight hours in fighter or
attack jets, and good service records
Nonsmokers with low alcohol intake

This supplement, prepared by China Daily,
People’s Republic of China, did not involve the news
or editorial departments of the Washington Post.

AGE IS NO BARRIER

Physically fit, excellent performance
in psychological evaluations

Shenzhou X
Launched on June 11, 2013.
During the mission, the first
space lecture for Chinese
students was made. Three
crew members.

All undertook a large number of
training programes, plus tests
related to spaceflight, in-orbit
operations, resistance to extreme
conditions, and knowledge of
emergency procedures

Shenzhou VI
Launched on Oct.
12, 2005, lasting
nearly 5 days. Two
crew members.

DANCERS PUT ON A SHOW
FOR THE WORLD, P6
Tiangong II
Launched on Sept. 15, 2016.
China’s second space
laboratory, crewed by
astronauts from Shenzhou XI.

Shenzhou V
Launched on Oct.
15, 2003, lasting
21 hours. China’s
first manned
space mission.
One astronaut.

Shenzhou XI
Launched on Oct. 17, 2016,
lasting 33 days. The longest
stay in space by Chinese
astronauts. Two crew members.

BONES OF HISTORY
ORACLE INSCRIPTIONS SHED
LIGHT ON CULTURE, P8

Source: China Manned Space Agency
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ASTRONAUTS PREPARE FOR
A NEW ERA OF EXPLORATION
The nation is planning its most ambitious space project yet — a manned station that
will act as a base for experiments and further exploration. Zhao Lei reports

U.S. firms say they
are optimistic on
China prospects
By ZHONG NAN
and REN XIAOJIN
Companies from the
United States doing
b u s i n ess i n C h i n a a re
becoming more optimistic
about China-U.S. business
ties despite the possibility of
restrictive trade actions by
the Trump administration, a
new survey said on Jan. 30.
The 2018 China Business
Climate Survey Report by
the American Chamber of
Commerce in China said 36
percent of the respondents
believe relations between
the two countries will
improve this year, compared
with 17 percent last year,
possibly influenced by the
perceived success of U.S.
President Trump’s visit
to China and President Xi
Jinping’s earlier trip to the
U.S.
The chamber’s member
companies expect specific
reforms including greater
access to officials and
consistent implementation
of national policies at the
local level to be further
e n h a n c e d t h i s y e a r.
About 46 percent of the
respondents are confident
the government will further
open China’s market to
foreign investment within
t h e n ex t t h re e ye a r s ,
compared with 34 percent
last year.
This is the 20th year that
the chamber has polled its
members on the business
environment in China. The
survey was conducted
between Oct. 23 and Nov.
2 6, t h e q u e s t i o n n a i re
being sent to 849 member
company representatives,

of which 411 completed a
significant portion.
“Regarding the economy,
there is cautious optimism
that the new normal rate
of growth is sustainable
for the foreseeable future,
providing opportunities for
business to expand,” said
William Zarit, the chamber
chairman.

64

percent

I

n most suburbs of Beijing, the word
skyrocket is usually used to describe
the soaring price of property that
has resulted from China’s rapid
urbanization and the thriving real
estate market.
However, for 16 people in an inconspicuous
compound on the northwestern outskirts of
the city the adjective is almost always used
literally.
They are the only people in a population
of 1.3 billion who are active, qualified
astronauts. They are now training for one
of the most spectacular endeavors of the
coming decade: building and operating
China’s first space station. Construction
will begin in 2020, and the station, which
will be designed to last at least 10 years, will
come into service two years later. Each group
of astronauts will occupy it for three to six
months at a time.
“Missions to the space station will last
much longer than previous assignments,”
said Fei Junlong, who was sent into space

aboard Shenzhou VI in 2005.
“The station’s systems will be more
advanced and sophisticated than those
on the Shenzhou series of spacecraft and
the Tiangong space laboratories, so the
astronauts will require far greater knowledge,
ability and skill.
“We astronauts must continue to improve
our abilities and learn how to operate and
maintain the equipment that will be used on
the space station.”
Fei was speaking to reporters during an
open house held at the Astronaut Center
of China in northwestern Beijing to mark
the 20th anniversary of the founding of the
People’s Liberation Army Astronaut Group.
Nie Haisheng, Fei’s partner on the
Shenzhou VI mission, said China’s astronauts
now have a wider range of training methods
designed to help them become familiar with
the advanced equipment that will be used on
the space station.
According to the plan of action, a Long
March 5B heavy-lift rocket, now being

developed, will put the station’s core module
into orbit in 2020. That will be followed by
at least four manned missions to carry
astronauts into space to assemble the
station. In common with previous space
missions, the government has not made
public any figures related to the cost of the
project.
If the United States-led International
Space Station is retired as planned in 2024,
the new, as yet unnamed, Chinese facility will
become the only permanent space station.
Although China has trained 21 astronauts
over two generations, only 11 of them have
taken part in the country’s six manned space
missions. The third batch of trainees will be
chosen this year.
Candidates for the space station mission
will be chosen according to their performance
in training and through expert assessment,
so no one yet knows who will be the first to
board the station.
SEE “ASTRONAUT” ON P4

Monkeys cloned for drug research

of member companies of
the American Chamber of
Commerce reported revenue
growth in 2017

By ZHANG ZHIHAO

Many member companies
said they had performed
better last year. About 64
percent of them reported
revenue growth, compared
with 58 percent in 2016 and
55 percent in 2015.
For this year the survey
found the average forecast
for China’s GDP growth
was 6.3 percent. Nearly six
in 10 companies ranked
China among their top
three investment priorities,
up from the previous year
but still below the historical
average.
“Facing a market with
so many uncertainties and
domestic competitors that
continue to grow stronger,
foreign companies must
increase their organizational
a g i l i ty i n C h i n a ,” sa i d
Stephen Shih, a partner
of the Shanghai office of
the global management
consulting firm Bain &
Company.

China has cloned two monkeys using the
same method that created Dolly the sheep in
Scotland, paving the way for more accurate
and affordable animal testing for new drugs,
scientists said on Jan. 25.
Zhong Zhong and Hua Hua, the primates,
were created using the nuclear transfer of
somatic cells, an organism’s nonreproductive
cells, at the Chinese Academy of Sciences’
Institute of Neuroscience.
The pair, both born late last year, are being
bottle-fed and are growing normally.
Somatic cell nuclear transfer is the
technique used by scientists in 1996 to create
Dolly in Scotland. After the sheep was born,
researchers cloned 23 mammal species,
including cattle, cats, deer, dogs, horses,
mules, oxen, rabbits and rats, according to
an article published in Cell, an international
science journal.
“Cloning monkeys using somatic cells has
been a world-class challenge because it is a
primate that shares its genetic makeup —
therefore all of its complexity — with humans,”
said Pu Muming, director of the neuroscience
institute in Shanghai.
“For drug and other laboratory tests,
scientists have to buy monkeys from all over the
world, which is costly, bad for the environment
and produces inaccurate results because each

It is feeding time for the two cloned monkeys,
Zhong Zhong and Hua Hua, at the nonhuman
primate research facility at the Chinese Academy
of Sciences’ Institute of Neuroscience in Suzhou,
Jiangsu province, on Jan. 22. JIN LIWANG / XINHUA

monkey might have different genes.
“By cloning monkeys using somatic cells,
we can mass cultivate a large number of
genetically identical offspring in a short
amount of time, and we can even change
their genes to suit our needs,” he said. “This
can save time, cut down experiment costs
and produce more accurate results, leading
to more effective medicine.”
Sun Qiang, the director of the nonhuman
primate research facility at the institute,
said most of the drug trials are now done on
laboratory mice. However, drugs that work on
mice may not work or may even have severe

negative side effects on humans because the
two species are so different.
“Monkeys and humans are both primates, so
they are much more closely related and testing
on monkeys is supposed to be as effective as
testing on humans,” Sun said. This is especially
useful in testing drugs for neural diseases such
as Parkinson’s disease, metabolic and immune
system disease and tumors, he said.
“This achievement will help China lead world
research on international science projects
related to neural mapping of primate brains.”
However, biology laboratories in the United
States, Japan, and European countries are
also capable, and they will quickly catch up
to China after the monkey cloning technology
has been made public, he said.
So far, the success rate of developing a
healthy cloned embryo is extremely low. “This
means we have to innovate continuously and
work extra hard this year to stay ahead,” Sun
said.
However, critics say the technology used
to clone monkeys has opened the door to
copying humans.
While the technical barrier of cloning
humans has indeed been broken, “the reason
we break this barrier is to produce animal
models that are helpful for medical research
and human health,” said Pu, of the institute.
“There is no intention to apply this method
to humans.”
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